WINE BY THE BOTTLE
SPARKLING WINE
Vittorio Bera et Figli Moscato d'Asti DOCG 2020
Pear and zesty tangerine aromas with a hint of honey are in this bottle of one of Italy's best
sparkling Italian wines

$36

Le Vigne di Alice "Osé Nature" Rose Brut Spumante Veneto Italy NV

$40

A rosé sparkling wine delights the palate with lively fine bubbles, smooth fruity aromas, crispness
G.D. Vajra "NS Della Neve" Vino Spumante Rosato NV
A fragrant sparkling wine, unveiling in the nose and palate the decisive character of the Nebbiolo
and the gentle elegance of Pinot Noir.

$54

Renardat-Fache "Initiale" Cerdon Bugey France NV

$42

Creamy, round and delicious with aromas of red and black fruits and spice, the wine is
refreshingly sweet with ripe strawberry and raspberry compote in the finish.
Lucien Albrecht Crémant d’Alsace Brut Rosé, France NV

$38

Made from hand-picked grapes and crafted in the traditional Champagne method, this Rosé has
flavors of delicate strawberries, red currant, rhubarb, and flowers

CHAMPAGNE
Frederic Savart “L’Accomplie” Extra Brut Premier Cru Champagne NV
‘L’Accomplie’ is a Pinot Noir dominant blend rounded out with Chardonnay, produced from both
current vintage fruit and reserve wines. Notes of green apple, salt, wet rocks, and chalk dominate
this creamy yet restrained palate

$81

Egly-Ouriet Extra Brut "VP" Grand Cru Champagne, Montagne de Reims, France NV

$198

Bright and expressive, with flavors of ripe blackberry, mandarin orange zest and whole-grain
toast. This is finely knit and harmonious, with a mouthwatering spiced finish
Henriot "Hemera" Champagne Reims, France 2005
Gold tinged color and an exquisite mousse, with full Chardonnay aromas of apricots, citrus fruits,
toast and honey.

$230

Petit & Bajan "Ambrosie" Brut Grand Cru Champagne Avize, France NV
Aromas of small red berries, spring flowers, light herbs, golden toast. Silky texture, mouth-filling,
ripe; lacy flavors of citrus, summer fruit

$109

Like a Bottle?? Take it to go for $10 off

Philiponnat Royale Reserve Brut Champagne, France (NV)
A dry style, this classic nonvintage from Philipponnat is showing well, with greater depth than in
the past. The wine has maturity, with toast, almonds and cookies, but retaining the acidity to give

$98

Vilmart & Cie Brut 1er Cru Champagne, France (NV)
This blend of 70% Chardonnay and 30% Pinot Noir is vinified entirely in the larger size oak barrels
known as foudres, and it’s typically a blend of three vintages. Rich in texture yet elegantly carried,
and it ages with remarkable grace.

$108

Bollinger Special Cuvee Champagne, France (NV)
On the nose, it has a beautiful aromatic complexity, ripe fruit, and spicy aromas, with hints of
roasted apples, apple compote, and peaches. On the palate, there is a subtle combination of
structure, length, and vivacity.

$117

Bollinger "La Grande Année" Champagne, France 2014
A precise and fruity nose with a slight scent of sea-air. Aromas of cherry and lemon mingle with
quince and bergamot. Then notes of hazelnut and almond, peach and mirabelle plum complete
this wine’s range of aromas.

$235

Dom Pérignon Brut Champagne Epernay, France 2010

$342

A firm and vivid Champagne with a precise, focused palate. Full-bodied and dry. Layered and
bright with light pineapple, peach, praline, cooked-apple and stone aromas and flovers.
Jean Vesselle Oeil de Perdrix Champagne, France NV

$93

A beautiful Rosé made from 100% Pinot Noir. Aromas of red roses, orange zest, white pepper,
light herbs. Medium-bodied yet light on the tongue
Guy Larmandier 1er Cru "Vertus" Rosé Champagne NV
Fresh red berries, tangerine, sweet butter and candied rose on the highly perfumed nose. Silky
and expansive, offering juicy red berry and floral pastille flavors supported by an undercurrent of
chalky minerals.

$78

Egly-Ouriet Extra Brut Grand Cru Rosé Champagne 2016

$233

Wildly floral with blood orange and a hint of red berries, this champagne is all about precision
and purity with a ton of cleansing acidity to complement the richness.
Bollinger "La Grande Année" Rosé Champagne, France 2012
A precise and fruity nose with a slight scent of sea-air. Aromas of cherry and lemon mingle with
quince and bergamot. Then notes of hazelnut and almond, peach and mirabelle plum complete
this wine’s range of aromas.

Like a Bottle?? Take it to go for $10 off

$250

WHITE WINE

Leitz Riesling Spätlese Rüdesheimer Magdalenenkreuz Germany 2019

$38

From Laurent Barth’s organic estate in Alsace, this wine is a lovely aperitif with aromas of green
apple, lime-flower, almond, and honeysuckle.
Maison Noir "Bottoms Up" Riesling Blend Willamette Valley, 2018
Predominantly Riesling with equal parts Muller Thurgau, Pinot Blanc and Gewurztraminer playing
a small supporting role. Chin-dripping peaches, aromatic citrus, great acidity, and just a kiss of
sweetness.
Laurent Barth Pinot Gris Alsace, France 2019
From Laurent Barth’s organic estate in Alsace, this wine is a lovely aperitif with aromas of green
apple, lime-flower, almond, and honeysuckle.

$69

Jolie Laide “Mére” Pinot Gris Healdsburg, California 2021
Wildly perfumed of Charentias melon, stone fruit, bergamot. A new blend of two vineyards; Vista
Verde vineyard complimented beautifully with Glen Oaks vineyard that has been a staple in this
Pinot Gris for years.

$48

Domaine Maurice Schoech "Harmonie R" Alsace, France 2012
Notes of chicken bouillon, golden raisin, sweet corn, and grilled pineapple frame a core of
brooding volcanic power

$70

Laurent Barthe "Racines Métisses" Blanc Alsace, France 2018

$40

Bright citrus, lime-flower, white fruits and Riesling aromas . A subtle touch of spice on the palate,
with silky white fruits, citrus and floral notes, with a crystalline minerality in the finish
Hajszan Neumann Hemischter Satz (Nussberg) Austria 2017

$39

A lifted, savory and aromatic edge of crushed ivy and lemon balm on the nose that mingles
pleasantly with lemon zest. It is the lemon that is most present on the zingy, concentrated palate.
Harper Voit Surlie Pinot Blanc Willamette Valley, Oregon 2019
Crisp green apple, lemon wafer and a hint of butter bring out well rounded flavors that carry a
hint of residual sugar.

$42

Joseph Cattin Pinot Blanc Alsace, France 2019
Apple and floral aromas on the nose, creamy mouth feel with notes of pear, lemon and honey
finishing with green apple skins. Easy drinking and fruity

$38

Christina Grüner Veltliner Niederosterreich, Austria 2019
Medium-bodied, dry. Neither fined nor filtered. Apple, stone fruit, and the requisite pepper spice.
The complex finish has a delicate balance of fruit, mineral, and acid.

$36

Flora Grüner Veltliner Niederosterreich, Austria 2020

$45

Like a Bottle?? Take it to go for $10 off

Medium-bodied, dry. Neither fined nor filtered. Apple, stone fruit, and the requisite pepper spice.
The complex finish has a delicate balance of fruit, mineral, and acid.
Weingutt Knoll "Ried Loibenberg" Gruner Veltliner Smaragd Wachau, Austria 2018
Ripe with clear mineral tones. Powerful, fleshy and slightly sticky in taste. Rich and round taste
with apricot and honey

$84

La Marea Albarino Kristy Vineyard, Monterey California 2020
Fresh, savory and aromatic character. Straw-yellow color, it has an intense floral perfume.
Hawthorn, white peach and soft and fine herbs

$38

Jean-Paul Balland Sancerre Loire Valley, France 2019
Intense aromas at first, fine, very mild of ripe peach with hints of citrus and fresh herbs. The nose
opens up with scents of anise and mint to sweet quince and pineapple

$40

Hippolyte Reverdy Sancerre Loire Valley, France 2020
Very pure Sancerre aroma, generous, fresh, without grassy edges. The palate is expansive, then
the nervosity makes its appearance and the finish is dry and lipsmackingly good.

$64

Pierre-Olivier Bonhomme "Sauvignon" Loire, France 2020
Crisp, sweet heritage baking apples, fruit custard, and tangy mango on the nose. Rich and
medium bodied texture. Spice on the finish with lush and tropical character.

$48

Marc Deschamps Pouilly-Fumé “Les Champs de Cri” Loire Valley, France 2017
The bright yellow color with golden highlights opens on a delicate nose that combines the smells
of white flowers with those of citrus fruits.

$45

J. de Villebois Pouilly-Fumé Loire Valley, France 2020
Medium-bodied, with notes of lime and lemon pith, some herbaceous notes, a touch of saline,
earthy minerals, followed by a bit of white peach with mouth-watering acidity and a moderately
long finish.

$50

François Cazin "Le Petit Chambord" Cour-Cheverny Loire, France 2019
100% Romorantin. A deep and complex nose of fresh apricot, lime peel, quince, and complex
base of soil tones and a topnote of dried flowers. The palate is bright, full-bodied and zesty

$41

Château Carbonnieux Pessac-Léognan Blanc Grand Cru Classé de Graves 2019
A tight and mineral driven wine, cool and crisp in feel. Its green fruits, herbal edge and mineral
texture are all meld with the grapefruit-laden acidity and structured finish.

$82

Chateau Auney L'Ermitage Graves Blanc Bordeaux, France 2019
The nose on this Graves Blanc is complex and herbaceous, but the palate takes it even a step
further. Just-ripe citrus, white peach, wildflowers and straw finish long with just a hint of vegetal
bitterness.

$40

Domaine Lionnet “Pierre Blanche” Saint Joseph, France 2019
Vibrant, mineral-accented citrus and orchard fruit aromas are complemented by suggestions of
fennel and jasmine. Juicy and focused on the palate, offering concentrated pear, tangerine and
anise flavors

$84

JL Chave Hermitage Blanc France 2017

$340

Like a Bottle?? Take it to go for $10 off

Gorgeous white flowers, honeysuckle, ripe quince, and toasted almond notes dominate the
bouquet, and it has that rare mix of richness and opulence paired with incredible purity,
Edi Simcic Chardonnay Goriska Brda, Slovenia 2014
Notes of butter, mineral notes, and finely integrated spices maturing in the wood. In the mouth, it
is full, strong, massive and at the same time balanced with a solid structure

$42

Domaine Cheveau Macon-Fuisse, France 2019
Aromas of warm bread, dried white flowers and crisp yellow and green orchard fruit. Medium to
full-bodied

$42

Guy Bocard “Les Narvaux” Mersault Côte-d'Or, France 2019

$93

Clean on the nose, pronounced intensity, with aromas of candle wax and honey, stewed sweet
dessert apple, and a hint of mushroom
Domaine Christian Moreau Chablis Valmur Grand Cru 2019

$162

Displays brilliant delineation on a nose of yellow plum, wet limestone and light floral scents. The
fresh, vibrant palate sparkles with energy and offers veins of tropical fruit
Jean et Sebastien Dauvissat “Vaillons Vielles Vignes” Chablis 1er Cru 2019

$78

This wine showcases a minty character to the ripe, expressive and attractively layered nose of
both white and yellow peach, nectarine and iodine along with a plethora of floral elements.
Daniel-Etienne Defaix Chablis 1er Cru "Les Lys" France, 2006
Complex earthy notes on the nose with mineral undertones, immense depth and texture on the
palate and superb zesty length with notes of buttered brioche

$78

Chateau de la Cree "Les Tourelles" 1er Cru Montagny, France 2018
Deep intensity of floral and exotic aromas. The palate is quite fresh during the attack with a
vibrant acidity

$48

Albert Bichot Santenay Blanc France 2016

$76

Meyer lemon, pineapple, and freshly baked sweet apple tarts. The fresh fruit aroma is
complemented by subtle notes of toasted hazelnut, honeysuckle, and white flowers
Ridge Estate Chardonnay Santa Cruz Mountains, California 2020
Golden straw color, notes of citrus, vanilla and apple on the nose. Medium to full-bodied on the
palate with pear fruit, good minerality, a hint of honey, and a long clean finish

$76

Matthiasson Chardonnay Napa Valley, California 2020
Golden Delicious apples, yellow peaches, musk melon, and honey on the nose and through to the
palate, the medium acidity is balanced by pleasant fleshiness, finishing very clean with a hint of
minerality

$42

Pearl Morissette Metis Blanc Niagra Peninsula, Canada 2017

$58

Rich and layered with lemon curd, honey, grilled pineapple, apricot and meringue. Flavors of
whipped buttercream, lemon zest and a spicy finish.
René Lequin-Colin Chassagne-Montrachet Premier Cru-Morgeot 2019

Like a Bottle?? Take it to go for $10 off

$98

Notes of green apple, juicy stone fruit, honey, and flint lead to a lingering, silky finish. Fruit is
vinified and aged in barrel (20% new), which adds some extra oomph to the juice.
Domaine Louis Jadot (Heritiers) Corton-Charlemagne Grand Cru 2014
Pure scents and flavors of ginger, gentian, fresh herbs and menthol. More about minerals than
fruit but this juicy wine boasts terrific thrust and early personality

$194

Jean-Claude Ramonet Batard-Montrachet 2014

$825

A gorgeous white, round and full of lime blossom, white peach, baking spice and mineral flavors.
Gets some lift from light tannins on the long, complex finish

ROSÉ WINE
Weingut Beurer Rosé Trocken 2020

$35

Majority Trollinger, with a bit of Zweigelt, Spätburgunder and Portugieser added for good
measure. Farmed certified Bio-D. Light and salty crushed melons and bursting berries
Rune Rosé Willcox, Arizona 2020
A crisp and refreshing blend of Grenache, Syrah, Mourvèdre, Graciano, Petite Sirah, Tempranillo,
and Cabernet Sauvignon. Scents of spiced peaches enlivened by hints of lime zest

$38

Pax Trousseau Gris Russian River Valley, California 2021
Foot stomped grapes, wild fermented and aged in concrete. Watermelon rind, pink lady apples,
mildly grippy tannins, a touch of green.

$48

Tatomer Rosé of Pinot Noir Edna Valley, California 2021
A fragrant nose of dark raspberry, ripe peaches and rose petals. On the palate, rich and lush with
peaches, cherries and candied orange.

$42

Birichino "Vin Gris" Mendocino County, California 2021
Clean lines of bubblegum, strawberry and banana blossom show on the nose of this rosé, which
includes 62% Grenache, 12% Mourvèdre, 11% Cinsault, 9% Carignan and 6% Rolle.
Domaine du Gros Nore Rosé Bandol Rhone, France 2020

$60

This savory rosé is loaded with flavors of red fruit, blood orange, fresh cut herbs, and sea salt
Domaine Tempier Bandol Rosé Rhone, France 2020
Tempier rosé, featuring zippy citrus zest, nectarine and peach, and a cool-fruited finish accented
by a biting herbaceousness.

Like a Bottle?? Take it to go for $10 off

$64

RED WINE
M. & C. Lapierre Morgon Beaujolais, France 2020
Lapierre makes all their wine sustainably from old vines, which shows in the quality and taste
Morgon has bright expressive fruit characters as well as peppery and earthy notes

$57

Jean Foillard Morgon “Côte du Py” Beaujolais, France 2019

$48

Deep, shimmering violet. Powerful, spice-tinged red and blue fruit preserve and floral pastille
aromas are complemented by suggestions of musky earth and licorice
Domaine Louis-Claude Desvignes Morgon "Aux Pierres" 2020
Aromas of wild berries, spices, rose petals, loamy soil and licorice. Medium to full-bodied, layered
and concentrated, with impressive reserves of ripe tannin and sapid fruit
Domaine de Rochegrés Moulin-A-Vent Beaujolais, France 2019

$52

Aromatic and evocative of ripe cherry, fine floral then spicy notes, finishing on a touch of oak. The
palate is dominated by the roundness and fullness along with elegant tannins.
Domaine des Marrans “Les Marrans” Fleurie Beaujolais, France 2020
The mineral-inflected nose displays dark berry, cherry and floral qualities and a building
suggestion of exotic spices. Pliant, juicy and appealingly sweet, offering concentrated blackberry,

$45

Jean Foillard Beaujolais-Villages France 2019
Incisive, mineral-accented cherry and black raspberry aromas are complemented by suggestions
of pungent flowers and allspice. Sappy and focused on the palate, offering bitter cherry and dark

$48

Laura Lardy "Gourde a'Gamay" Beaujolais-Villages France 2020
Light-bodied, fruity, easy to drink with a typical hint of Beaujolais Villages character.
Bernard et Benoît Landron “Gamay Tourjours” AOC Coteaux d’Ancenis 2020
This tangy, incredibly expressive, certified organic bottling is made of 100% Gamay. Super
fragrant and floral on this noise, this wine is alive with explosive raspberry and black currant
flavors.

$45

Clos Roussely “Canaille” Gamay Loire, France 2020
Enticing aromas of cherries with a hint of earthiness. Mouth-watering minerality and bright red
fruit with a velvety finish.

$35

Francois Cazin "Le Petit Chambord" Cheverny Rouge Loire, France 2020

$40

The aromas are mellow but complex with an underlying intensity that pulls through the long
finish, which include soft tannins that do not quit.mas of cherries with a hint of earthiness. Mouthwatering minerality and bright red fruit with a velvety finish.

Like a Bottle?? Take it to go for $10 off

Alice Berthier Coteaux de Giennois Rouge Loire, France 2019

$42

The freshness on entry to the palate is partnered by a velvety texture. Cherries, blackberries and
blueberries develop to provide an excellent harmonious wine, with an uplifting touch of spice on
the finish.
Pierre-Olivier Bonhomme "La Tesniere" Pineau d'Aunis Loire Valley 2020
Tart, juicy red fruit, lightly peppered with a rosy undertone

$49

Domaine Pierre Guillemont Savigny-Les -Beaune Jarrons 1er Cru Burgundy, France 2015
Deep bouquet of red and black cherry, rich spice, licorice and soil. On the palate, the wine is
deep, full-bodied and almost lavishly textural

$81

Albert Bichot "Domaine Adelie" Mercurey, France 2019

$76

The nose is redolent of wild, fruity aromas with notes of wild berries, plum and peach. The palate
is bursting with flavors of candy; it is fleshy and velvety and very smooth.
La Pousse d'Or "Les Jarolieres" Pommard 1er Cru France 2016
Succulent black cherry, cassis and iodine scents on the nose. Sweet menthol and crushed rocks
wrap around the finish

$156

Gerard Raphet "Les Bussieres" Chambolle-Musigny, France 2019
Aromas of pomegranate jam, raspberry, baking spices. Fresh and layered, with suave tannins;
flavors of summer berries, mineral notes.

$158

Domaine Huber-Verdereau Volnay France, 2017

$86

Generosity and density are balanced by ripe tannins and juicy black fruits. It shows structure as
well, with the tannins backing on to the fruit to give it shape and ageworthiness
Domaine du Pavillon Corton Grand Cru – Clos des Maréchaudes France
This Grand Cru has plenty of black fruit character with smoky tannins and dense structure
Domaine des Héritiers Corton Pougets Grand Cru France 2014

$192

2015

$199

Aromas of pepper, red berries, milk chocolate,
licorice. Plush and deep, ripe tannins; mineral notes on the finish
Domaine Julien Gerard "Les Bousselots" Nuits-Saint Georges 1er Cru 2016
Earth, spice and floral-inflected red currant aromas give way to cool, intense and once again

$130

Domaine De La Côte "Bloom's Field" Pinot Noir Sta Rita Hills, California 2013
Notes of sous bois, pepper, rose petal and cherry and darker berry fruits, it's elegant and lively on
the palate, with an attractive, focused and lengthy finish

$113

Tatomer Pinot Noir Santa Barbara County, California 2019
Aromas of lightly poached cherry, hibiscus and wild sagebrush. The superfresh palate snaps with
sizzling acidity and zesty red-fruit flavors

$52

Like a Bottle?? Take it to go for $10 off

DuMol Pinot Noir “Western Reach” Russian River Valley, California 2018
Cranberry, crushed black cherry, woodsmoke, oolong tea leaves and pipe tobacco on the nose
with notes of earth, strawberry and cola. The light to medium-bodied palate offers a great

$96

Rootdown Pinot Noir Cole Ranch, Mendocino County 2020
The vibrant berry notes mingle with rosemary, blood orange, slate, and lead into a long, chewy,
savory finish.

$54

Muga Rioja Reserva Crianza, Spain 2017

$34

Primary fruit aromas of raspberry and blackberry, secondary aromas of vanilla and liquorice and a
subtle hint of tertiary aromas such as chocolate and ripe fruit
G.D. Vajra Barbera d’Alba, Piemonte, Italy 2018

$42

Powerful and rich on the nose, it is concentrated and smooth leaving room for hay, tobacco and
spices. On the palate, black fruits are layered with mineral graphite notes
Tenuta Migliavacca Grignolino del Monferrato Casalese Italy 2020
In the glass it exhibits a bright orange-red color; the aromatic bouquet is inviting and refined,
characterized by floral and spicy notes. The sip is astringent but balanced

$48

Proprieta Sperino "Uvaggio" Piedmont, Italy 2018
80% Nebbiolo, 15% Vespolina and 5% Croatina. Red-fruited nose is subtle and understated,
medium-bodied, considerable intensity, with flavours of redcurrants, mint and exotic spice.

$57

Bruno Verdi "Buttafuoco" Oltrepo Pavese, Italy 2020
80% Nebbiolo, 15% Vespolina and 5% Croatina. Red-fruited nose is subtle and understated,
medium-bodied, considerable intensity, with flavours of redcurrants, mint and exotic spice.
GD Vajra “Claré JC” Nebbiolo Langhe, Italy 2021
Showing a luminous and bright ruby color, the bouquet shyly reveals wild cherry fruit and cassis.
In a second moment, you taste bitter almond, candied lilac and hints of fresh garden herb or
rosemary blossom.

$40

Matteo Correggia "La Val dei Preti" Roero Piemonte, Italy 2017
Abundant aromas of red fruit, pressed rose, cola, licorice, tar and tilled earth. The presentation is
smooth, rich and enduring

$45

Antoniolo Gattinara Reserva 2016
Loaded with finesse, scents of violet, perfumed berry, crushed herb and tilled earth. The palate
conveys raspberry, cherry, licorice and cinnamon framed in firm, refined tannins

$75

Torraccia del Piantavigna “Vendemmia” Gattinara DOCG 2016
The color is garnet, with orange reflections. The nose is delicate and elegant, with delicate hints of
rose, dried fruit and straw. On the palate, the 2016 vintage is soft, slender, but decisive and broad,
which evolves on a delicate and pleasant vegetal and mineral register.

$69

Sottimano Nebbiolo Langhe, Italy 2020
Abundant aromas of red fruit, pressed rose, cola, licorice, tar and tilled earth. The presentation is
smooth, rich and enduring

$76

Like a Bottle?? Take it to go for $10 off

Produttori Barbaresco DOCG Italy 2018
Classic Barbaresco color with scents of spices, pepper, and black cherries. Powerful, firm, elegant
and ethereal.

$69

Cavalloto Barolo “Bricco Boschis” Piedmont, Italy 2017
Ruby red at the core with slight garnet reflections, this intense Barolo has an ethereal nose, with
powerful aromas of dried fruit, jam, licorice, and violet. A rich, full-bodied wine, it is warm and
quite soft, with evident but ripe and sweet tannins

$115

E Pira E Figli "Mosconi" Barolo Piemonte, Italy 2016

$138

100% Nebbiolo This wine has plenty of character and a powerful body; flavors of black cherry,
savory herbs, mint, tobacco, and almonds
Le Ragnaie Brunello di Montalcino Italy 2016
Featuring black cherry, black currant, licorice, iron and spice aromas and flavors. Though firmly
structured and compact, there's an energy here and an overall balance that makes this red
compelling. Ends with a terrific finish, evoking fruit, spice and underbrush accents.

$95

Passopisciaro "Passorosso" Etna Rossa DOC 2018
Aromas of ripe wild berry and Mediterranean scrub alongside a whiff of eucalyptus, The palate
offers crushed raspberry, strawberry compote, licorice and notes of exotic incense framed in taut,
fine-grained tannins.

$59

Domaine Courbis Saint-Joseph Rouge France 2019

$58

A deep, intense wine, it is a wonderful expression of the perfumed, spicy Syrah grape when
grown in the best vineyard sites. Its velvety palate bursts with ripe plum and bramble flavours.
Domaine Courbis Saint-Joseph Rouge France 2019
A deep, intense wine, it is a wonderful expression of the perfumed, spicy Syrah grape when
grown in the best vineyard sites. Its velvety palate bursts with ripe plum and bramble flavours.
Etienne Becheras “Le Prieuré d’Arras” Saint-Jospeh Rouge France 2018
It is often voluminous with sweet blackberry fruit and an undercurrent of licorice, game, and a
firm, sweet tannic structure, a wine of exquisite value.

$53

Domaine De Gouye "Vielles Vignes" Saint-Joseph, France 2017
Fabulous detail and purity with Blackberry, boysenberry, blueberry, damson plum and currant
fruits adding subtle kirsch and creme de cassis along with crunchy mineral, peppercorns, liquid
violets, anise and a faint hint of camphor and leather/earthiness

$70

Paul Jaboulet Aîné Crozes-Hermitage, France 2016

$65

A Northern Rhône Syrah has flavors of raspberry, dark cherry, violets, anise, and cracked pepper

Like a Bottle?? Take it to go for $10 off

J.L Chave “Farconnet” Hermitage Rhone, France 2018
On the nose this has fresh darker red fruits like plums and black berry notes. Earthy, red florals
and roasted herbs. Very elegantly structured on palate, good acidity and very suave tannins.
Clean and satisfying finish.
J.L Chave Hermitage, France
Cassis, plum reduction and blackberry compote flavors unfurl slowly with notes of black tea,
singed alder, tar, warm loam and dried anise. Shows grace, power and wonderful length, with the
finish, built on tannins at first glance, revealing buried acidity and latent mineral notes
Alain Voge "Les Chailles" Cornas, France 2016

$96

2019
2017

$370
$335

$88

A beautiful nose of dark fruit, violets, and minerals. A structured palate and a nice and long finish
Phillippe Viret “Renaissance” Vin de France 2016

$58

This wine is a blend of traditional, local grape varieties from the region - it is concentrated,
loaded with red fruit, balanced acidity, a grainy texture, and a hint of minerals
Chateau de Saint Cosme "Les Deux Albion" Côtes du Rhône France 2019
A classic Rhône blend with depth, structure, and finesse.Aromas and flavors of roasted game,
mesquite, and olive, crushed plum, and black currants

$40

J.L Chave "Mon Coeur" Côtes du Rhône France 2019
A ripe, seductive style, with dark cherry and plum notes gliding through, laced with dark tea and
mesquite accents along the way.

$48

Domaine Du Vieux Télégraphe Châteauneuf-du-Pape, France 2018

$128

This voluptuous wine balances its red cherry and strawberry flavors with savory tones of dried
herbs, leather and brine
Domaine du Galet des Papes Châteauneuf-du-Pape, France 2001

$89

The medium deep ruby/pink-edged 2001 Chateauneuf du Pape offers spicy, earthy, peppery
notes with the fruit component well in the background. More terroir-driven and less obviously
fruity than many of its peers
Cayuse ‘Armada Vineyard’ Syrah , Walla Walla Valley, Washington 2015

$205

Smoke, fireplace, mushroom, black cherry, currants, and olive notes all emerge from this rich, and
structured Syrah that has incredible purity of fruit, developing a saline/bloody, meaty character
Limerick Lane Syrah “Headpruned” Russian River Valley, California 2014
Notes of lavender, ground pepper, blackcurrants, black cherries, raw meat and smoked game are
all present in this full-bodied, richly fruity, Rhône-like wine

$65

Stolo “Creekside Estate” Syrah San Luis Obispo County, CA
Very consistently dark, structured and flavorful, with complex currant, cedar, espresso and smoky
oak flavors.

$80

Jolie-Laide "North Coast" Syrah Sebastopol, California 2018

$64

Like a Bottle?? Take it to go for $10 off

Black pepper, leather, red fruit, cedar, tobacco and dried herbs add striking layers of nuance that
develop first in the aromatics and then further on the palate
Arnot-Roberts "Sonoma Coast" Syrah Sonoma County, California 2018
A rush of blueberry, black pepper, sage and mint builds in a racy, super-expressive Syrah that hits
all the right notes. Bright floral-infused top notes punctuate the finish

$60

Qupé Syrah Santa Maria Valley, California 2018
This Syrah pours deep purple color with aromas of blackberry, black raspberries and hints of cola
and leather. Flavors are savory with a spicy smoky character, refreshing juicy acidity and a touch

$63

Rune "Colibri" Mourvedre Sonoita, Arizona 2016
Using a "wild" yeast fermentation this Arizona Mourvedre has notes of red plum, currant, cured
meats and Herbs de Provence

$55

Slacker "Self Esteem" Red Blend Paso Robles, California 2018
Candied strawberries and roses jump out of the glass, sending signals to your brain that you may
in fact be relaxing on a beach in the summer at this very moment. This brilliant ruby wine
showcases the beauty and uplift of dry farmed Grenache treated with care.
Unti "Cuvée Foudre" Dry Creek Valley GSM Sonoma County, California 2016

$78

A great GSM blend that blooms along the way, offering refined but compelling dried cherry,
smoked meat and peppered anise flavors that take on richness toward fine-grained tannins
Tablas Creek “En Gobelet” Paso Robles, CA 2019
A deep and appealing nose of black raspberry, aged ribeye, black pepper, and soy. The mouth is
dense with powerful fruit, with cracked peppercorn and licorice giving relief.

$85

L'Aventure "Côte à Côte" GSM Blend Paso Robles, California 2019
Full-bodied richness and depth as well as brilliant notes of blackberries, black raspberries, ground
pepper, potpourri, and flowery incense aromas and flavors.

$140

Epoch "Authenticity" Red Blend Paso Robles, California 2017
Classic Paso Robles notes of blueberries, melted licorice, ground pepper, cured meats, and bacon
fat all flow to a deep, full-bodied, opulent wine with terrific purity, a rounded, sexy texture, and a
seriously good finish.

$105

Lo-Fi Cabernet Franc Santa Barbara County, California 2021
A juicy and crunchy chillable wine with bright red fruit and spice. Unfined, unfiltered and low
sulfites.

$41

Domaine de Pallus "Les Pensées de Pallus" Chinon, France 2014
This Cabernet Franc is rich with flavors of plum, black cherry, red currant, pepper, olives, and
salinity

$42

Manoir de la Tête Rouge “Bagatelle” Cabernet Franc AOC Saumur 2020
Leathery, earthy, smoke hover around juicy red fruits and a bit of licorice spice- light bodied, dry
round, lush.

$38

Alfredo Maestro "El Rey del Glam" Castilla y Leon, Spain 2020

$55

Like a Bottle?? Take it to go for $10 off

A powerful red, herbal in the nose with notes of raspberry and Amarena cherry. On the
palate fresh walnut, cacao, and pomegranate
Chateau Sainte Eulalie Minervois France 2020

$44

Filled with ripe, rich fruit and a plethora of spices, leather, and pepper.
Benjamin Taillandier "Laguzelle*" Minervois France 2020
Dark cherry, cranberry, with some moss mushroom earthy qualities but not funk surrounds
this red wine. Nice medium-lower acidity with low tannin. Great versatile everyday drinking but

$39

Perinet "Merit" Priorat DOQ Spain 2017

$55

Floral and fruit-forward with strawberry and red currant notes followed by hints of wild herbs and
mineral tones
Miguel Torres "Vigno" Carignan Valle de Maule, Chile 2016

$45

Merlot and Cabernet Franc with a touch of Malbec this is nice, old-school Bordeaux from a small,
quality-minded chateau that works biodynamically
Lo-Fi Malbec Santa Barbara County, California 2020
Lo-Fi Wines Malbec is a big and bold take on this dark-skinned varietal that is unmistakably
Californian in style. Big berry fruit and spice.

$45

Matias Riccitelli Malbec Valle de Uco, Argentina 2018
Embodies plenty of flowers, wild herbs and spices; abundant, fine-grained tannins; and a dry,
serious finish

$50

Gran Enemigo Red Blend Mendoza, Argentina 2014

$109

The nose presents sweet aromas of black ripen fruits with hints of vanilla and chocolate, which
appear after the oak ageing. The mouthfeel is sweet with structured, persistent tannins due to the
Château la Grolet Bordeaux Rouge (Cotes de Bourg) France 2019
Merlot and Cabernet Franc with a touch of Malbec this is nice, old-school Bordeaux from a small,
quality-minded chateau that works biodynamically

$42

Chateau Latour "Pauillac de Latour" Pauillac, France 2016
Crushed stone, iodine and graphite with blackcurrants and blackberries. A medium body with
ultra fine tannins that are ever so polished and give length and energy to the wine.

$156

Chateau Moulin de Tricot Bordeaux Rouge Margaux, France 2016
Notes of dark fruit, cedar, baking spice, and wet forest floor, marked by well-integrated tannins
and a lingering finish

$78

Chateau Montrose "La Dame de Montrose" Bordeaux Rouge, Saint Estephe France 2010
Magnificent scents of chocolate, leather, plums and currants, with the oak a whispered perfume.
Tapered power on the palate; a shapely silhouette

$138

Chateau Saint-Pierre Saint-Julien Grand Cru Bordeaux, France 2010

$133

Like a Bottle?? Take it to go for $10 off

The wine has a black- purple color and a brilliant nose of scorched earth, creme de cassis,
espresso roast, blackberries, truffles and licorice. Full-bodied, extremely powerful.
Chateau Ducru-Beaucaillou Bordeaux Rouge Saint-Julien France 2010
Bold and expressive blackcurrant cordial, baked plums and mulberries scents plus wafts of
menthol, Marmite toast, black olives and dried lavender

$615

Clos Saint-André Bordeaux Rouge Pomerol, France 2016

$156

Rich and plush in both red and black fruit, the wines boasted deep flavors of cherry and plum
alongside sophisticated notes of spice and forest floor bolstered by smooth tannins

Clos L'Eglise Bordeaux Rouge Pomerol, France 2006

$163

Magnificent scents of chocolate, leather, plums and currants, with the oak a whispered perfume.
Tapered power on the palate; a shapely silhouette
Tenuta di Arceno "Valadorna" Toscana, Italy 2015
The 2015 Valadorna (65% Merlot, 11% Cabernet Franc, 19% Cabernet Sauvignon and 5% Petit
Verdot) is a thickly endowed red wine that boasts a rich and lasting grip on the palate. The

$65

Alpha Omega "Two2" Bordeaux Blend Napa Valley, California 2017
Beautiful balance between spices, such as cinnamon and thyme, and fruit, such as cherries and
raspberries, with tobacco leaf, cedar, caramel and hibiscus

$60

Ridge Estate "Monte Bello" Santa Cruz Mountains, California 2018
Intense blackberry fruit aromas, black currant, exotic barrel spice, toasted oak, licorice, and
complex forest notes. Rich mountain fruit entry, refreshingly high acid, full chalky tannin structure,
and sweet oak; strong mineral finish.

$270

Stony Hill Cabernet Sauvignon Napa Valley, California 2013
This wine is elegant from start to finish. Enjoy its bright aromas and flavors of bright red fruits and
savory spices.

$98

Ridge Estate Cabernet Sauvignon Santa Cruz Mountains, California 2019

$105

Saturated purple color with notes of black cherry, chai spice, chaparral and toasted oak. Bramble
fruit on the palate with round, supple tannins, herbal forest character, and a long finish.
Corison "Kronos Vineyard" Cabernet Sauvignon Napa Valley, California 2017

$240

Aromas of blackberry, spice, and licorice are followed by a perfectly balanced palate and flavors
of lush plum, cherry, leather, mint, and spice
Chappellet "Pritchard Hill" Cabernet Sauvignon Napa Valley, California 2015
Notions of blackberry pie and blueberry tart with sparks of dried herbs, earth and savory/meaty
suggestions. Full-bodied, rich and concentrated

$330

Wynns "Cabernet Sauvignon Coonawarra, Australia 2012
A medium-weight, supple Cabernet with notes of vanilla, brown sugar, mint, and cassis

$58

Like a Bottle?? Take it to go for $10 off

Hartford "Old Vine" Zinfandel Russian River Valley, California 2019
A showcase of cranberry, raspberry and milk chocolate. Refined acidity, with dried herb and dust
lingering on the finish

$55

Turley "Duarte Vineyards" Zinfandel Paso Robles, California 2017
Full-bodied with great layers of peachy and tricolored fruits in the mouth with lovely perfume

$68

Broc Cellars "Vine Starr" Zinfandel Sonoma, California 2018
Active, bright, and lively. Its fruit-forward aromas and flavors of red berries stay beautifully on the
palate

$46

Like a Bottle?? Take it to go for $10 off

